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• Health

• Education

• Leisure

• Commercial

• Retail

• Public Sector

GEZE is a world leader in the field of

manual and automatic door and

window control systems and is the

first manufacturer to offer a complete

series of automatic doors with a

drive height of just 7cm.

Our extensive product range is

backed up by comprehensive project

experience and in-depth technical

support means that we are the perfect

partner for any construction project.



Designed to impress, astound and amaze European visitors to London,

the extension to St Pancras International incorporates a great glass

entrance to reflect and complement the old brick structure, uniting old

and new in a seamless way. As the slimmest automatic sliding door

operator on the market, the Slimdrive SL can be concealed, as well as

being bolted directly to glass – creating the perfect flawless façade.

Up to 40 million people now use and visit St Pancras International every

year and the iconic station has become one of the largest transport

hubs in Europe. As such, it was essential to choose an automatic door

operator, which was accessible for all, durable enough to cope with the

enormous footfall and robust enough to meet the constant high

demand of commuters, shoppers and visitors.

Flawless façade for international interchange…
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Providing accessibility, security and full visibility…
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The fully glazed MSW glass-to-glass system installed at the Travel Centre in Chester Railway Station

creates a transparent frontage that combines ease of access, security and full visibility. This combination

makes the MSW suitable for use in high traffic, public locations. At seven metres long, the wall can be

fully or partially opened as required. The glass modules move easily and quietly on ball bearing

suspensions running in an aluminum track and stack neatly at one end.

MSW is a flexible modular system, particularly suitable for innovative all-glass concepts in high spec

projects. The moveable glass elements of the manual sliding wall system can be adjusted to the

respective requirements, creating light and transparent spaces.



A popular and stylish choice for bus interchanges…

At three innovative bus interchanges,

Liverpool, Sheffield and Warrington,

GEZE’s Slimdrive SL automatic sliding

operators were chosen to provide

safe and stylish entrances as part of

their new glass-based designs.

In order to protect passengers fully,

pocket screens were used to provide

an extra barrier between people and

the automatic doors at the bus stops.

To enhance functionality, GEZE also

supplied induction loop activators,

which activate the doors at each bay

to open only once a bus has parked

into position. Slimdrive SL’s were

chosen for their extremely slim

design which met the architect’s

demand for an aesthetically pleasing

building yet offered reliability,

efficiency and safety.
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